Welcome (Ann Greiner, PCPCC)
- Introductions
- Agenda overview, Workshop goals

Keynote/Call to Action: Advancing Investment in Primary Care (Chris Koller, Milbank Fund)

Preparing for Action: Participant Reflections & Sharing (All, Table Discussions)
- Goals for today’s learning
- Advancing an action plan to increase primary care investment

Learning from States: Advancing State Policy to Support Primary Care Investment
- State that’s passed legislation: Oregon - Sen. Elizabeth Steiner Hayward, Rep. Knute Buehler (invited)
- State in process: Delaware - DHHS Secretary Kara Walker
- State in process: Colorado – Ryan Biehle, Colorado AFP

Learning from States to Advance the Issue: Discussion Groups: (All)
- Moving forward in states that have passed legislation
- Advancing policy in states that are in process of passing legislation
- Getting started in states with no current policy initiative

BREAK

Learning from Key Stakeholders: Advancing Efforts to Increase Investment in Primary Care
- Consumer representative (Danielle Garret, Community Catalyst)
- Employer representative (TBD)
- Payer representative (Mai Pham, Anthem)
- Federal policy (Mark Miller, Arnold Foundation, Formerly MedPAC)
- Primary Care Clinician (Glen Stream, FMA Health)

LUNCH within Discussion Groups
12:45  **Building an Action Plan to Increase Primary Care Investment: Discussion Groups (All)**

*Break out by stakeholder group:*
- State legislators/policymakers
- Researchers
- Consumers
- Employers
- Payers
- Clinicians

1:15  **BREAK and Report Out Synthesis**

1:30  **Report Out by Stakeholder Discussion Group (5’ each)**
- Note top 2-3 ideas learned
- Note top 2-3 actions that will be taken over next 6, 12, and 24 months
- Identify key partners to work with to accomplish those actions (e.g., consumers, payers, employers, clinicians, etc.), as well as issues where participants could use help of other stakeholders to overcome obstacles

2:00  **Final Reflections & Closing (Ann Greiner, PCPCC)**

2:15P  **Adjourn**